
TUTORS FOR KIDS, INC 

DECEMBER 2022 NEWSLETTER 
Tutors for Kids, Inc. is a 501(c) (3) nonprofit community-based organization of volunteers who support the local educational process. 
Our Mission: Meeting student educational needs as defined by the teacher through suitable and trained volunteer tutors in the local, 

Tri-county Title 1 public schools as determined by the Board of Directors. 

 

 

Celebrating 12 years of Tutoring Children 

 
 

The Holidays and Holydays - We are leaving behind months of 
political ads, weeks of ‘medicare enrollment ads’, days of hurri-
cane disasters, and who knows what else.  

We are about to enter a season of holydays and holidays. These 
several weeks of holidays and holydays touch almost every one 
of us.  

We have celebrated Thanksgiving, are now in Advent and Ha-
nukkah, soon to be followed by Winter Solstice, Christmas, 
Kwanzaa, New Year’s Day, and Epiphany.  

 
The Tutors for Kids Board of Directors extends to all of 
you and your families our hope for 2023 that you will 
stay safe and be blessed with good health, happiness, 
peace, and a return to normalcy. 

 

 

Tutor Meeting 
Wednesday,  December 14th at 3:00 P.M. 
Colony Cottage Recreation Center, The Villages  
 
 
A time to meet colleague tutors from your school 
and enjoy our featured speaker Jill Kohler, author 
and private tutor. Jill will share with us her adven-
tures as an American tutor working for a global 
family and her creative approach to tutoring. 
 

 
 
 
Thank you for your donations to 
the  Tutor$ for Kid$ Tue$day campaign on November 
29, 2022. Your support of our technology fund is so 
much appreciated by all who will benefit.  
 
We are grateful for your generosity in all forms of 
time, talent, and treasure!  May this holiday season 
bring blessings of good health, joy, and happiness. 

This an article from the New York Times on line service entitled 
Pandemic Learning Loss by Sarah Mervosh, an education reporter . 

Behind the Declines -Months into the current school year, 
most American students are still trying to make up for what they 
lost during the pandemic. This fall, we saw some of the clearest 
evidence yet of the extent to which the pandemic — and the 
school closures that came with it -hurt children's education.  

 Nine-year-olds lost the equivalent of two decades of progress in 
math and reading, according to an authoritative national test. 
Fourth and eighth graders also recorded sweeping declines, partic-
ularly in math, with eighth-grade scores falling in 49 of 50 states.  

 The data comes from the National Assessment of Educational Pro-
gress, a rigorous exam that evaluates thousands of children across 
the country and is overseen by a research arm of the U.S. Educa-
tion Department. 

Remote Learning Role -First, to address one of the most 
common questions I hear as an education reporter: To what 
degree is remote learning responsible for these setbacks? 
The answer is both simple and complicated. More recently, 
the national test results capture both the initial academic de-
clines and any recovery, and they offer some nuance. While 
there was a notable correlation between remote learning and 
declines in fourth-grade math, for example, there was little to 
no correlation in reading.  Why the discrepancy?  One expla-
nation is that reading skills tend to be more influenced by par-
ents and what happens at home, whereas math is more di-
rectly affected by what is taught in school.   

                                               (Continued on the next page) 



 Combine this with the chart we printed last month on the 
ones, tens, hundreds, thousands, columns and you can 
show your student how to carry numbers from one column 
to another using their fingers and the column count from the 
chart in the November newsletter and below. 
 

So remote learning does not explain the whole story. What else 
does? In a sophisticated analysis of thousands of public school 
districts in 29 states, researchers at Harvard and Stanford Uni-
versities found that poverty played an even bigger role in aca-
demic declines during the pandemic.  

"The poverty rate is very predictive of how much you lost," 
Sean Reardon, an education professor at Stanford who helped 
lead the analysis, told me. In a related podcast, on the topic of 
"What Can Schools Do? " Sarah Mervosh, author of the above 
article talks about the use of Pandemic Relief funds by school 
districts for academic recovery. Of importance to Tutors for 
Kids and the schools where we tutor is this statement: "So a lot 
of this money is being spent on academic recovery. And one of 
the most promising areas and a popular strategy is tutoring. 
The research has shown — that tutoring when done in small 
groups of three to four students with a trained tutor multiple 
times a week during the school day — that is one of the most 
ffective ways to help students accelerate their learning. 

 

ORIENTATION SESSIONS 

A big thank you to our Tutors for Kids Orientation Teams 
who have worked diligently to prepare for and present 
new tutor orientation programs this summer and fall. 
Orientation is a critical piece of every new tutor's intro-
duction to what it means to be a vital and caring part of 
Tutors for Kids. If you know of a friend or neighbor inter-
ested in tutoring, please assure them that there is still 
plenty of time to sign up by calling 352-568-5843. Orien-
tation sessions are scheduled   January 17, 2023. 

Tutoring Math Finger Counting  
By Frank Russo 
Have you ever watched your student as they do some 
math problems use their fingers to count, or add, or 
subtract.  I looked back on my school days and I used 
my fingers. All my teachers yelled “use your head not 
your fingers”. I still used my fingers. Watch your stu-
dents use their fingers and also the clever ways they 
use other tricks when they run out of ten fingers.  

So maybe we can teach them to use their fingers cor-
rectly For example, have your student add 71 + 8 + 6 
= ?. Have your student take the biggest number 71 
and count up 8 using their fingers (start the counting 
up with 72 showing you their fingers one by one as 
they count up – 72, 73, 74. 75, 76, 77, 78, 79. Then 
add the 6 more starting with 80 showing you their fin-
gers one by one as they count –  80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 
85. Once they do a few ‘adds’ they will get the hang of 
it.   
What about subtraction? For example, have your stu-
dent subtract 7 from 22. Again start with the biggest 
number 22 and count down by 7 starting with 21 show-
ing you their fingers one by one as your student will 
count down. 

 Combine this with the chart we printed last month on 
the ones, tens, hundreds, thousands, columns and you 
can show your student how to carry numbers from one 
column to another using their fingers and the column 
count from the chart in the November newsletter in the 
next column. 



 

 

1.  How would you write this number?   12,495 

         Twelve thousand four hundred and ninety-five 

2.  Round to the nearest hundred   5,697       5,700 

3.  How many syllables in November? 3 

 4.   Round to the nearest tens   159      160 

5.  There will be 10 people for Thanksgiving dinner.  5 people 
will sit at each table.  How many tables do we need?  2 tables 

 

 

Phone:  352-568-5843 

Web:  
 www.tutorsforkidsinc.org 

                                 Email:  tutors@tutors4kids.org 
                                 Address:  2518 Burnsed Blvd, Suite 339 
                                 The Villages, FL  32163 
 
                                        Amazon Smile:   
                     http://smile.amazon.com/ch/45-481558 

 
Generous Donors 

 

       

            

          

 

 

 

 

 

Amazon Smile Contributes to Tutors for Kids   
Amazon Smile continues to fund Tutors for Kids based on 
your purchases through the Amazon Smile website when you 
place your order. You will pay no more than on the regular 
Amazon website but Amazon, through its foundation, will 
contribute to Tutors for Kids. The holidays are fast approaching.  
And that means so many things.  One of them is holiday shopping.  
If you are buying on Amazon please use the link for Amazon Smile 
which is Amazon’s Foundation for non-profits.  Tutors for Kids is 
one of their adopted charities.  You will pay no more but Amazon 
donates .005 of your purchase to our program.  Thank you for 
using Amazon Smile to make your purchases.  

http://smile.amazon.com/ch/45-4815598 

When Holidays shopping– remember to 
use Amazon Smile so Tutors for Kids 
gets a donation from your order. 

Answers from November newsletter Recipe for snowman soup: 

Needed: 

1 packet hot chocolate mix 

Mini marshmallows 

1 mini candy cane 

2 Hershey kisses 

1 cup hot milk 
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